MEirA, sérgio; drUdE, sebastian. A summary reconstruction of Proto-Maweti-Guarani segmental Phonology. Boletim do Museu Paraense Emílio Goeldi. Ciências Humanas, v. 10, n. 2, p. 275-296, maio-ago. 2015 ii Max-Planck-institute for Psycholinguistics. nijmegen, the netherlands Abstract: this paper presents a succinct reconstruction of the segmental phonology of Proto-Maweti-Guarani, the hypothetical protolanguage from which modern Mawe, Aweti and the tupi-Guarani branches of the tupi linguistic family have evolved. Based on about 300 cognate sets from the authors' field data (for Mawe and Aweti) and from Mello's reconstruction (2000) for Proto-tupi-Guarani (with additional information from other works; and with a few changes concerning certain doubtful features, such as the status of stem-final lenis consonants *r and *ß, and the distinction of *c and *č ), the consonants and vowels of Proto-Maweti-Guarani were reconstructed with the help of the traditional historical-comparative method. the development of the reconstructed segments is then traced from the protolanguage to each of the modern branches. A comparison with other claims made about Proto-Maweti-Guarani is given in the conclusion.
the vowel inventories are very similar: the three branches have six vowels with contrastive nasality (6x2 = 12 vocalic phonemes). in addition, Mawe also has contrastive vowel length, which increases the size of its vowel system to 24. in contrast, the Mawe consonant system is the poorest: only 12 consonantal segments, while Aweti has 13 and PtG, according to published reconstructions, has around 19. the most important differences are the affricates and fricatives (Mawe has s and h, missing in the other branches; Aweti has z [ʐ], a unique sound in the tupian family, and c [ʦ] , also found in PtG; in addition, PtG, as postulated by rodrigues; dietrich (1997) , also has *č [ʧ] . note also the labialized and palatalized consonants in PtG, not found phonemically in Mawe nor Aweti.
the fact that the PtG segmental inventory is reconstructed should not be forgotten. it is here implicitly assumed that the PtG forms are generally correct. there has been, however, criticism of current PtG reconstructions (most notably, in schleicher (1998)), some of which, in our view, is indeed accurate: we believe that there are problematic points in the current reconstruction of PtG segments in need of careful attention from specialists. Meira; drude (in prep.) , and especially Meira (in prep.) , provide further details on these problematic points. Here, however, the current reconstructions (Mello, 2000; dietrich, 1997; Jensen, 1998) are assumed to be basically correct, with the following remarks:
(a) we assume that word-final consonants should be reconstructed as fortis (*p, *t), not lenis (*ß, *r), given several fortis reflexes in present-day languages (e.g. Kamayura, optionally in tupinamba) and the higher likelihood of lenition rather than fortition in this position, especially when followed by vowel-initial words; e.g., PtG 'leaf' was probably phonologically *op, not *oß. Consequently, we adjust the spelling of reconstructed segments, changing the lenis consonants of the original sources to their fortis counterparts. (note that intervocalic *ß, *r are kept, since they have no fortis reflexes in the modern languages and were thus probably already lenis in PtG.) (b) following schleicher, we provisorily assume that PtG *c (= [ʦ] ) and *č (= [ʧ]) were not distinct segments (their reflexes are only different in Guarani and its dialects, and different dialects have different reflexes, which makes dialectal mixing a plausible possibility in need of further research). in this case, we do not alter the spelling of the reconstructions, since dialectal mixing in Guarani dialects has not yet been investigated; but the reader should keep in mind that correspondences differing only by a *c vs. *č in PtG in our view are most probably one and the same.
of course, as the reconstruction of PtG evolves and better solutions for these and other problems are found, the reconstruction of PMAG will also evolve. the reader should bear this in mind while considering the results exposed below.
VoWELS
As was seen in table 1 above, the vowel systems of Maweti-Guarani languages are quite conservative: the same six vowel qualities are found in all branches in identity correspondences, as can be seen in (1). (sets are identified with a semantic label in small caps; the cognates are always in the order: Mawe : Aweti : PtG.)
(1) distinctive long vowels in Mawe were found in correspondences with short vowels in the other languages, as shown in (3), where all clear cases are listed. since there is no clear conditioning factor for the Mawe long vowels, and since some of the examples are basic, monomorphemic vocabulary items, we reconstruct distinctive vowel 2 drude (2009), on the basis of distributional patterns, argues that the coda nasal consonants in these words are actually realizations of underlying (archi)phonemes not marked for orality or nasality, while the preceding vowels are intrinsically nasal. the question of the "best" analysis for these sequences is ultimately theoretical and beyond the scope of the present work. As the situation is the same in all three branches (and in our reconstruction of PMAG), there is, for the purposes of this work, no practical problem in keeping the usual analysis with a final nasal consonant that nasalizes the preceding vowel. Likewise, PMAG *k, in (6), also has identity (k : k : k) and nasal (k : k : ŋ) correspondences, the latter again reflecting different phonological analyses. there is in principle no lenis correspondence (reflecting the fact that PtG word-final *k, unlike other stops, was reconstructed as fortis rather than lenis, since it apparently almost never lenites in tupiGuarani languages), although one can notice that word-final k in Aweti can be realized as [ɣ] when a vowel-initial clitic or suffix follows (e.g., ok 'house', oɣ-ɨwo 'in the house'). this [ɣ] is analyzed as an allophone of k, though there is some evidence that it may be in the process of becoming an independent phoneme in Aweti. , apparently occurs if *ti is followed by *e; but note that only one example occurs in the available data. it is also 7 Mello has only four cases of PtG *ke: *kerap 'to close', *keramu 'to snore', *purake 'electric eel' and *ukeɁi (doubtful) 'sister/brotherin-law' (the latter apparently related to MAn'S older brother). Mello claims that *k and *k j have different reflexes in siriono, Apiaka, Kayabi, Urubu-Kaapor and (sometimes) tembe, but, in his data: (a) these languages are all missing in the sets for *kerap and *ukeɁi; (b) only sirionó occurs in the *keramu cognate set, where it has the same reflex (kenãmu with k) as in *k j et (> ke, also with k); and (c) in *purake, tembe and Urubu-Kaapor both occur with k (murake, purake), while in *k j et only the Urubu-Kaapor reflex is different (ʃer with ʃ), while the tembe reflex is simply ker, with the same k as in *purake. there is thus almost no evidence in Mello (2000) to support a distinction between PtG *ke and *k j e. possible to account for AShAMed, the best cognate set from t : t : *t in (7) above, by re-assigning it to *t : z : t (which is possible because Aweti lacks a cognate in this set). in sum, bringing together the *t correspondences in (8) and (9) [ɕ] or [ç] . the choice of *t j as the label for this protosegment was also inspired by schleicher's (1998) suggestion, for a similar pattern (internal to PtG), that this would make the PtG reflex *t after *j (PMAG *j-t j > PtG *t) be describable as the result of dissimilation. see also the discussion at the end of the section 'the evolution of Maweti-Guarani segmental phonology'. 10 the details are more complicated than that, since the reflexes of PMAG *t j depend also on the syntactic context (*t j > PtG *r within phrase boundaries; see drude, 2013, in prep.) . note that sets like hAir sap : ap : *ap appear to contradict the word-initial correspondence s : t : *t; this contradiction, however, is only apparent, for two reasons: (a) in Aweti (and in PtG), the originally stem-initial t (< PMAG *tj) in the first-and third-person forms has been reanalyzed as part of the preceding prefix -see 'name', 'tooth' in (9) -so that these stems are now vowel-initial in their non-possessed form; and (b) in PtG, the reflexes of word-initial PMAG *t j (which, as hinted above, depend on the syntactic context), are traditionally analyzed as ('relational') prefixes and thus eliminated (in our view, wrongly) from the reconstructed PtG stems in the available sources (Mello, 2000; rodrigues, 2005 . the non-possessed (or 'generic human') forms of these stems, with the prefix-final t in Aweti turned back to stem-initial consonant, do follow s : t : t (set : (t) u-het, e-set, het i-t-et, e-et, t-et *wi-t-et, *e-et, *c-et 'tooth' u-hãj, e-jãj, hãj i-t-ãj, e-j-ãj, t-ãj *wi-t-ãj, *e-(j) drude (2013, p. 15-17) , the allomorphic patterns of stems co-occurring with the gerund suffix -aw in Aweti were used to identify the development of *C-tj clusters: the final consonant remained fortis if oral, and added an extra oral 'tail' at the end if nasal (*p- 
Fricatives and approximants (glides)
Most Maweti-Guarani fricatives and affricates were involved in the stop correspondences reviewed in the previous section. only PMAG *ß remains, with examples like those in (13).
11 note that j : t : *t in (8) and (9) are not the same correspondence: they have different distributions. the former, from *tiV [+nas] , occurs word-initially (FleA) and word-internally (curASSow, PlAce), while the latter, from *t j V [+nas] , occurs only word-initially ('non-possessed tooth'). in other words, the difference between *tiV [+nas] 12 the Aweti third-person forms have the prefix i-('his/her/its'), used only in female speech; the non-cognate n(a)-'his/her/its', from the male genderlect, is a later development in Aweti. 13 the PtG first-and second-person forms have the coreferential prefixes, as reconstructed in Jensen (1999) and (for vowel-initial stems) in Meira; drude (2013). 14 for eye, additional evidence pointing towards morphological complexity comes from possessive paradigms. in Aweti, the non-possessed form is ta, so that the additional initial e looks like the extra e found in alienable nouns (e.g., kɨte 'knife', it-e-kɨte 'my knife' the correspondences in (18) involve either PMAG *r in nasal contexts, or PMAG *n; the two sounds are very close, and may have been in variation in some cases already in PMAG. We propose here that r : l : *r reflects PMAG *r in non-word-initial nasal environments, n : l : *r reflects PMAG *r in word-initial nasal environments (i.e., PMAG *rõp), and that n : j : *n/r reflects PMAG *r or *n (perhaps in variation) in nasal environments with a palatal element -the e in Lemle (1971) , Asurini oral a can reflect PtG *o, but also *õ, which merged with it in the process of loss of distinctive vowel nasality in Asurini. A source *rõp ~ *rom is thus not implausible.) However, depending on the nature of final segments and rules of nasal harmony, *rõp could not have been possible but rather realized as *rom [rõm] , as is the case in Aweti and probably in PtG (final segments harmonize in nasality with preceding vowels), and the *m would be expected to be preserved. 17 it is somewhat surprising that *n could become *j without a contiguous palatalizing factor. in section 'Labial and velar stops' above, we proposed *ti or *tj, rather than *t, for j :t : t precisely to avoid such a situation. it is indeed possible that the actual realization of the source of n : j : *n was palatal (*n j or *ɲ); but, given its complementary distribution with n : n : *n, and the existence of a better candidate (j : j : *n) for a palatalized segment or sequence, this *n j or *ɲ was, at best, an allophone of *n. note also how phonetically similar n, ɲ and j (and also r) can be in nasal environments, especially in languages in which nasal harmony routinely affects consonantal segments. Changing a previous *n into *ɲ > *j in a nasal environment may therefore not be surprising.
finally, PMAG *ŋ is also easy to reconstruct on the basis of (21) Glottals finally, there is PMAG *Ɂ, a segment that can be easily reconstructed on the basis of the identity correspondence in (22) . there are also examples with non-identity correspondences -usually with the glottal being absent in one of the languages -but it is difficult in these cases to know whether the missing glottal stop is really absent or its absence results from mistranscriptions. We will therefore not consider these cases in detail, for which see Meira; drude (in prep. for the purpose of subclassification, it is important to determine whether any changes occurred in more than one branch, since they are potential shared innovations providing supporting evidence for a common higher-order node. Mawe and PtG apparently share no changes; Mawe and Aweti, on the other hand, share the merge of *ß with *w into w and the change of *ni (or *nj) to j before a following vowel. since, however, *ß > w is a fairly frequent change 20 , and *nj > j, besides being frequent typologically (especially, as in this case, in nasal contexts), is also only weakly attested (only one example, Anu bird), they do not provide a good argument 21 . on the other hand, the changes shared by Aweti and PtG -involving the development of PMAG *t j -are rather complex, context-dependent, and not really frequent. they are proposed here (and also in drude (2013) ), in addition to what Meira (2006) ; Corrêa da silva (2007) had already suggested, as further evidence for an Aweti-PtG branch (' Aweti-Guarani' or PAG; see Meira; drude (in prep.) for further details and a first reconstruction of PAG).
19 this leaves open the origin of the synchronically attested cases of Aweti r. the available cognates, including those attested only in Aweti and tupi-Guarani, like 'acará fish' (Aw akara, PtG *akara) or 'anhinga bird' (Aw arara, PtG *karara), are suggestive of borrowing. 20 Mello (2000, p. 256-257) has PtG *ß > w in a number of tupi-Guarani languages, including some belonging to different subbranches -e.g., tembe, Xeta, Kamayura, etc. these shared innovations can be better visualized in the schema in figure 3 below, in which we follow the hypothesized development of non-possessed and the first three person-marked possessed forms of *t j et 'name' from PMAG to Mawe and PAG (= Proto-Aweti-Guarani), and from PAG to Aweti and PtG.
the PAG third-person form is reconstructed as either *i-tet or *cet. the Aweti reflex suggests PAG *t, while the PtG reflex shows the influence of the preceding *i-. Either Aweti lost the initial *i-in *i-tet (an irregularity, since the prefix *i-is not lost in Aweti in other consonant-initial stems: tɨ 'mother', i-tɨ 'his/her mother', in female speech), or the PAG form had already lost the initial *i-, and had already changed PMAG *t j to something else, perhaps *c, which Aweti later changed back to *t (word-initially, so that kuceze-Ɂɨt 'squirrel' remained unaffected). it is also possible that PAG had *i-tet phonemically (underlyingly) but *cet phonetically. Later on, more specific Aweti features would have arisen (the reinterpretation of thirdperson forms as having a prefix t-, with consequent reanalysis of the stem as vowel initial: *∅-tet > t-et; the introduction of a new third-person prefix n(a)-in male speech, restricting i-/t-to the female genderlect) 22 . A final comment on PMAG historical phonology is how crowded the palato-alveolar area is with various segments and sequences often having surprisingly different reflexes in the present-day languages. Most of the differences between the reconstruction presented here and what can be inferred from other proposals (see next section) are in the palatoalveolar area. it is also here that we find some surprising developments: PMAG *t palatalizes to PtG *č/c precisely in non-palatal environments (i.e., when the following vowel is not *i) and is conserved or lenited in PtG in other environments. furthermore, *ti will change in Mawe and Aweti only if another vowel follows (in which case *ti might be better seen as *tj) or word-finally. it is as if PMAG speakers really cared about the distinction beween *tV,*tiV ~ ) in the reconstruction reflects the fact that the PtG cognate, despite being a class ii stem (i.e., it occurs with the "relational" r-when possessed), has no consonantal onset when non-possessed (*ok, without *t-or *c-), unlike other class ii stems. for this reason, it is usually placed in a separate subclass (iic). 33 there is some variation in the Mawe data as to whether both vowels in this word are long, or only one of them.
